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OCS Group UK Limited

Trusted Market Leaders  
in Facilities Management

Guest Experience Experts 
in high footfall retail 
destinations
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We dont just service your 
destination...we become it

At OCS we carry the flag for 
our retail services around 
the world - looking after your 
retail asset and above all, your 
guests experience by providing 
a comprehensive range of 
‘retail ready’ services on a 
global scale.

With 50 years of retail experience, we combine global 
expertise with specialist knowledge and world-class 
resources to deliver supply chain solutions across the 
full spectrum of retail support services. Our strength is 
our people, and with skilled and experienced colleagues 
trained through the OCS Retail Academy, we’re taking 
standards of service to the next level, aiming for that ‘Top 
10’ shopping centre spot. 

Our innovative approach has helped us to establish 
customers throughout the world, including three of the 
UK’s leading retail destinations and many of the world’s 
leading managing agents. So, wherever you are and 
whatever retail destination you visit, your journey starts 
here.

86%
staff retention 

ratio

94%
staff are v 

satisfied-satisfied 

96%
contract retention
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Services that help your 
destination shine 
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Housekeeping - BiCSc, Impact training, RoSPA 
Gold award, Security is Everybody’s Business, 
Secure Clean

Security - Impact training, Crisis Management 
Training, 9 Point Security Planning

Environmental Services - Carbon neutral Pas 
2060

Car Park Management - British Parking 
Association (BPA), Park Mark Scheme and 
Approved Operator Scheme (AOS), POPLA 
(Parking on Private Land Appeals), DPA, HPC, 
WAMITAB Level 2 training provider

Guest Services - Evolve Accredited Guest 
Services Training

We start by listening. We 
establish what’s important 
to you and your guests and 
find new ways to improve 
standards, reduce risk and 
provide genuine value in the 
services we provide.
We recognise that people have a choice in their 
shopping experience destination. Well maintained, secure 
public spaces, a clean environment, efficient services, 
great customer experience and attractive external areas 
are all critical factors in creating a positive experience for 
everyone who spends time at your retail destination. 

We also go the extra mile and take responsibility for 
the entire supply chain management to enable you to 
be more effective in delivering your services. Flexibility 
is the key; everything is shaped around your unique 
location requirements and optimised through intelligent 
building software and reporting analytics creating 
innovative building management, automation, reporting 
and tracking. It’s these reports which help to maximise 
efficiency, improve customer experience and satisfaction.

We provide a range of services including: 
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Supporting every guests 
experience

We recognise that the quality of service and facilities 
have a major bearing on guest satisfaction. Therefore, 
we make certain that our OCS colleagues have the 
best possible training in their specific roles and in 
communicating with guests. Whether it’s directions to 
the nearest specific shop, disability awareness or guest 
services, it’s our job to help everyone to access the retail 
experience they want. 

Our retail destination, guest services teams meet the 
most demanding standards in the world. We score 
an average of 9.5 out of 10 in our mystery shopper 
programmes across the UK, and 64 on our Net Promoter 
Surveys where a score above 0 is considered ‘good’ and 
above 50 is ‘excellent’, which means that our customer 
base are pleased with our services. Giving you complete 
piece of mind that our DNA is your retail site, your guests 
experience, we don’t just service your destination, we 
become it.

OCS is committed to being at the forefront of the guest 
experience and we continually review and invest in 
technology and equipment to provide a leading service 
globally. Throughout the world, OCS is trusted by some 
of the largest and well known retail destinations. We 
are proud of our reputation for guest experience and 
happy to support 27 million guests every year. We ensure 
our teams are specially trained to support your guests 
experience, from the moment they walk through your 
doors. 

We use some of the following to help enhance your 
guests experience:

 + DNA Recruitment

 + Mystery Shopper Programmes

 + Net Promoter Score

 + Evolve Guest Services

 + Hidden disability awareness

95%
mystery shopper

64
NPS score

over
 58,000
daily footfall
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A 5-star guest feel

With 50 years’ experience in 
retail soft services, we add the 
finishing touches and detail 
that helps make every one of 
your guests visits a pleasure.
Our expert knowledge has helped to develop specialist 
team procedures which maintain the quality and 
appearance of your destination and protection of your 
asset. We regularly monitor industry trends, enabling 
services to be adapted to manage energy efficiency and 
the environmental impact of our services.

Through continued investment in people and equipment, 
ever higher levels of quality and experience are achieved 
for your guests, providing a 5-star look and feel.
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Creating a 5-star experience includes services such as:

 + High-level cleaning

 + Deep cleaning

 + Secure cleaning

 + Washrooms

 + Robotics and innovation

 + Floral arrangements

 + Cash in transit

 + Dry cleaning

Winner of innovation award for 
IMPACT Training Programme
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Securing complete peace of mind 

OCS is a leading provider of seamlessly integrated 
security. Our retail destination security services meet the 
most demanding standards in the world. We employ 
experts, to ensure compliance with all international 
and local security regulations. Our specially trained 
and carefully vetted management and staff provide 
the specialist expertise needed to deliver the full range 
of security for all aspects of your high footfall retail 
destination.

With a continuous CCTV monitoring service and 
patrol presence among shoppers, we create a safe 
environment for your guests to shop in. As part of our 
value-added services, our security teams are trained in 
customer service, and able to assist members of the 
public with directions and general shopping centre 
enquiries. Our security experts also provide crime 
prevention advice for your premises and your retailers’ 
units. Everything we do is customer-focused to ensure 
your guests feel safe and your retailers are fully protected. 
We have innovative market leading technology that 
supports our teams and clients through their journey with 
OCS, meaning you get direct access to your extended 
team.

Our security services include:

 + People - manned guarding - patrols, resource 
managing 

 + Dogs (general purpose and detection dogs)

 + Behaviour detection officers (BDO’s)

 + CCTV - mobile tower and control room monitoring 

 + Traffic management 

 + Police support services (Evidence gathering)

 + Stewarding - Security event planning (resilience 
planning) 

 + Protest liaison 

 + Response teams

 + Counter terrorism deployment

 + Social media monitoring 

 + Close protection

 + Access control

 + Searches 

 + Drone technology
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Security leadership

We are passionate about your 
safety. Our security leadership 
team has a wealth of expertise 
and industry knowledge, which 
enables us to protect people 
and guard property at large 
locations.

Steven Gardner, Head of Security 

Steven has a proven track-record of successfully initiating, 
delivering, and inspiring significant innovation within large 
organisations.

Steven harnesses extensive experience of delivering 
innovation and continuous improvements across a range 
of sectors, as well as a unique, multifaceted perspective on 
security outsourcing.

Steven is responsible for developing and implementing OCS 
security solutions, ensuring best value security offers for our 
clients and prospective clients across the UK will be achieved 
and delivered safely.

Andy Black, Operational Manager, Security 

Andy has held many previous security positions before joining 
OCS in 2012. Including Director of UK Operations Professional 
Security Consultants and Merry Hill Shopping Centre. He also 
served in her Majesties Armed Forces 1st Battalion Coldstream 
Guards from 1978-1987. 

Andy’s key responsibility is to ensure channels of 
communication are maintained with clients and the OCS 
teams on the ground. This allows Andy to review the security 
threat against the risk to the business and to implement 
appropriate measures.

Andy is particularly skilled in building operational strategies 
that encompass CPNI and NaCTSO guidelines. As well as 
devising and facilitating Emergency Response Planning 
exercises with Senior Management and Regional Emergency 
Service Managers. 
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Car Park Management

To ensure the guest experience 
is continuous, at the point of 
arrival at your destination, our 
car parking teams are trained 
with our soft services teams to 
ensure quality and a consistent 
and seamless guest experience, 
ensuring consistency and 
standards across the operation.
We service over 500,000 car parking spaces across the 
UK, we have the knowledge, capability and expertise to 
enhance and proactively manage your parking services.

 + Cash Collection

 + Ticket Replenishment

 + Pay & Display machine provision and maintenance

 + Accurate and up-to-date tariff boards and T&C 
signage

 + Provision of cashless mobile payment system

 + Litter picking (light litter picking only)

 + Security Patrols

 + Enforcement Patrols

 + Back-office Enforcement support

 + Provision of debt agency support for enforcement 
escalation

 + Partnership approach on fault reporting 

 + Customer Contact Centre 

 + Internet retailing of season tickets

 + ANPR installation

 + Strategy to switch customer behaviour
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Helping to create a more 
sustainable future

The future depends on 
developing less harmful, 
more energy efficient and 
sustainable operations.
As a privately-owned company, with family values and 
roots stretching back over a century, care for our clients, 
their asset and the environment is at the heart of who 
we are and what we do. That’s why delivering greener 
outcomes is part and parcel of our retail destination 
services.

Often working with the entire supply chain, the world’s 
most environmentally friendly cleaning materials, 
equipment and processes are used to contribute an 
ethical solution to your operation. 

OCS have introduced revolutionary cleaning systems 
to vastly reduce the use of chemicals. The introduction 
of recycled materials in production and packaging is 
contributing to a reduced carbon footprint and improved 
energy efficiency.

This is just the beginning of our environmental journey 
and we are committed to supporting an economically 
and environmentally sustainable future for everyone.

Our sustainability measures include:

 + Chemical free cleaning

 + Biodegradable germicide

 + Electric and low emission vehicles

 + Energy efficient equipment

 + Energy management

 + Local sourcing

 + Reduced stock movements

 + Waste-water management

 + Anaerobic digesters 

 + Reverse vending machines

 + Activap feminine hygiene units

 + Reduction in paper consumables
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First Impressions count

For many guests, the journey 
to your retail destination, 
the exterior of the building 
and guest-friendly entry and 
exit are all vital areas, which 
we monitor through our 
‘Customer’s Eyes Program’, 
which is unique to OCS.

Our unique and innovative approach to a guests journey 
will take you through a real customer journey that your 
guests experience on a daily basis. 

We can often become desensitised by our own daily 
environments, this innovative initiative ensures you get 
real guest feedback from experience of your asset and 
destination, at the point of initial entry to exit.

 + Asset protection 

 + Asset Experience 

 + Guest Experience and journey

 + Guest ‘Touch Points’ 

 + Accessibility ‘Open to All’ 

We ensure well-maintained perimeters and building 
exteriors convey a sense of safety and efficiency that 
can help keep the guest environment pristine with:

 + Grass cutting

 + Landscaping  

 + Horticulture

 + Arboriculture

 + Pest control
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Evolve Guest Services Enhancing 
guest experience

Our Evolve Guest Services 
Certificate is an externally 
accredited training 
programme for OCS 
colleagues that highlights a 
specific set of skills directly 
relating to guest experience. 
The Evolve programme creates a platform for ensuring 
we attract and retain the best talent and celebrate 
their successes via an awards programme, develop our 
people through training and measure excellence through 
feedback mechanisms. Developed by our Destinations 
& Venues business, ‘Evolve’ has a primary objective to 
create a best-in-class team that delivers world class 
customer experiences exclusively in the stadia, leisure, 
conference and shopping centre sector. 

Evolve is a structured programme focussed on attracting 
and retaining the best people, developing our number 
one asset (our colleagues), measuring excellence 
(through feedback mechanisms), rewarding, recognising 
and incentivising our teams to deliver and celebrating 
and underpinning their successes. Evolve is delivered by 
a hugely enthusiastic team and externally accredited, 
ensuring we delight the colleagues, the centre 
management team, retailers and customers. 

This qualification is available to every service stream 
within OCS and is the pillar of delivering guest 
satisfaction, providing a truly 5-star retail experience for 
your guests. This training programme has been tried and 
tested by external bodies and has ensured our centres 
are ‘Centres of Excellence’ and award winning through 
Guest Experience.

The Evolve Guest Services content covers:

 + Engaging with our customers

 + Vision - living the vision through the Customer Care 
Charter

 + Overcoming difficult situations

 + Lasting impressions - making positive customer 
interactions that last

 + Values - living our values

 + Excellence in everything we do
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Assistance for hidden disabilities 

As well as supporting Purple Tuesday and Changing 
Places, OCS were the original pioneers of the Hidden 
disability lanyards and we supported the initiative through 
the UK airports, and this has now been introduced to our 
retail destinations.  We go the extra mile for your guests 
with bespoke training in Autism & Autism Spectrum 
Disorder’s - Hyper & Hypo sensitivities  - ADHD - Dementia/
Alzheimer’s  and Parkinson’s disease to name but a few.

Not all our guests with disabilities require assistance 
when they are with us at a retail destination. However, 
we believe there is an optional opportunity for us to 
provide them with a ‘discreet sign’ which demonstrates 
to the retailers and the OCS team that they may need 
some additional support or help as they experience our 
shopping destination, such as the initiatives opposite.

We have an in-house training programme that delivers 
training on over 19 Hidden Disabilities and how our teams 
can support guests and parents journeys through our 
Retail Destinations, to ensure that our destinations are 
not only accessible but aware.

 + More time to make decisions

 + Moving to the front of a queue as and when 
needed

 + Offering a quiet space, away from crowds

 + Supplying a seat when and where needed

 + Giving more information if the centre is busy

 + Calling Guest Services to support

 + Calling guest services to help with bags

 + Offering support if someone looks lost

 + Quieter shopping times, music and noise awareness

 + Being aware of body language as a sign of help

 + Assistance with directions to bathrooms and lift 
areas
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Our people

OCS is a people business, and 
our colleagues are essential to 
our success. 
We supply all our colleagues with the latest tools 
and equipment, training them to the highest industry 
standards through our apprenticeship schemes, 
supported by our in-house learning and development 
teams, and external training providers to ensure we 
deliver a market leading service.

Acknowledging and celebrating hard work delivered 
by our colleagues is important to us. OCS Stars is a 
recognition scheme where every month colleagues 
are nominated by their peers, customers, or their line 
manager for going above and beyond. We share their 
stories and celebrate milestones including long service 
awards on our external communication channels, to 
inspire our colleagues and our customers.

We support employees by taking action to support 
employee mental health and wellbeing. More than 500 
colleagues have taken part in Mental Health First Aid and 
Mental Health Champion training since we launched the 
scheme in 2019. There is also a wide range of support 
provided to employees on a range of wellbeing themes 
and topics which are delivered through conferences, 
webinars, and online courses.
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Our team

Paul Thrupp, Director of Retail Destinations

Paul is an experienced retail operational director with 
exceptional skills in respect of customer service, people 
management and building strong relationships. Paul was 
chairman of the British Cleaning Council (BCC) from 2019 – 
2021 and continues to be an Executive Council Member of the 
Federation of Window Cleaners (FWC) and a member of the 
HSE Cleaning Industry Liaison Forum (CILF).

Paul first joined OCS in January 1977 and is a highly 
experienced operator with a strong financial and industry 
knowledge. Paul believes that good people are required to 
achieve the best results and works hard to provide a strong 
senior operational leadership for the business whilst identifying 
opportunities for innovation, efficiency, and improvement. 

Paul fosters a great team ethic across the business, is very 
personable and a great believer that the well-being and 
welfare of the teams is paramount to the success of a 
business.

Lisa Pearce, Head of Strategic Accounts & Client 
Relationships

Since joining OCS in 2004, Lisa has managed cleaning 
and security operations across a wide range of sectors and 
environments including retail, high street, manufacturing, 
leisure, arenas, and venues. 

Lisa’s focus has always been to deliver the highest standard 
of service, both with her own teams and from supply chain 
members. Whilst maintaining strict budgetary control and a 
zero-tolerance approach to health and safety issues. 

Her approach to the recruitment and development of the right 
people for the right role has also been the key that underpins 
her management philosophy. Ensuring that her management 
teams are empowered to fully operate the contracts they 
control and that their teams are presented with opportunities 
to develop with their roles and within the wider organisation. 

Lisa maintains a hands-on approach wherever she can and is 
always available to directly support the teams working across 
her portfolio. 
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Erich Kluge, Head of Operations Westfield Stratford 
City

Erich is an experienced Head of Operations with exceptional 
skills in respect of operations management, customer service, 
people management and building strong relationships. Erich is 
currently completing an MBA at Henley Business School.  

Erich joined OCS in August 2009 and is a highly experienced 
operator with a strong financial and industry knowledge, 
having worked on several prestigious contracts for OCS. Erich 
believes that with strong leadership and a motivated team, all 
things are possible. The bigger the challenge the more we rise 
to it.

Julie Hopkins, Head of Regional Operations

Julie is an experienced senior operational manager, with 
extensive service industry knowledge. Julie has exceptional 
skills within the cleaning sector and is a great people 
manager, building strong relationships with both her peers 
and colleagues together with her client base. 

She has a great work ethic and very much leads by example 
– Julie would never expect anyone to do anything that she 
would not do herself and ensures that she regularly attends 
‘back to the floor’ exercises within her area of remit. 

Julie has been responsible for several high-profile sites over the 
last 15 years, which have included, BBC Midlands, Royal Mail 
portfolio and Jaguar Land Rover Head Office and factories.

Award winning team
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We have won a series of awards including a Guest Services 
Award for centre:mk and we have proudly been presented 
with a series of RoSPA Gold awards.

Our team
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We are the experts in high 
footfall retail destinations 

We have been so impressed with the service OCS have delivered, we 
have extended the original contract rather than carry out a full retender.

Centre Director

4,985
Colleagues

55.7m
Annual 

Turnover

58,000
Daily Guests

100%
UK Coverage

96%
Rating of Good or 

Excellent

OCS always responds well to any requests. There is a partnership feel 
and a commitment to make things happen.

Centre Manager
Centre Director, Whitgift Shopping Centre

I just wanted to send you and the team a very big thank you for all 
the hard work over the period of the IAAF World Athletics. It has been 
far from BAU but each day the centre has looked and operated as if it 
were. I am immensely proud of what you have done.

Senior Facilities Manager
Westfield Stratford

We have worked with OCS at several of our managed shopping 
centres for a few years. The entire OCS team has always brought a 
true spirit of partnership to the commercial relationship and we work 
well together. They share our values, are people centric and always 
responsive to the needs of the client and occupiers.

Carolyn Mantle 
Director, CBRE

May I take this opportunity to collectively thank you for all your 
hard-earned efforts in achieving a successful, seamless mobilisation 
and within budget at Ayr Central. The support and assistance from 
all throughout this period was exemplary and the team and I are 
absolutely delighted more so from an Ayr Central perspective, we 
couldn’t have hoped for better.

George Reader
Centre Manager, Ayr Central

Eldon Square Shopping Centre are now under the trusted stewardship 
of OCS. Two weeks were afforded to OCS for the on-boarding process, 
which normally takes three months. OCS threw everything at this 
contract to get it up and running, working through COVID-19 restrictions, 
and following the necessary TUPE process. 

I would like to record my sincere thanks to the team at OCS. We are 
truly looking forward to a long working relationship with OCS and we 
welcome all of you as part of our team.

Andrew Bradley
General Manager, Eldon Square
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It all starts with a conversation.  
Call us on 0844 846 7608.

P a r t n e r s h i p
M a d e  P e r s o n a l

OCS Group UK Limited 
Tilgate Forest Business Park, Brighton Road, Crawley, West Sussex RH11 9BP 
www.ocs.com/uk/contact-us/ 
Registered in England: 3056469


